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I. INTRODUCTION 

GEONEX Aero Service, together with GEONEX Aerodat and GEONEX 

Resources, performed a high-sensitivity airborne magnetic survey on 

behalf of Zonge Engineering and Research Organization over a 

portion of the Bethel Basin of Alaska for the Department of Natural 

Resources, Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys of the 

State of Alaska during the period of August 12, 1994 to August 29, 

1994. The survey area covers an estimated 1,800 square miles. 

Approximately 6,600 kilometers of flight line data were acquired 

over the area. A diagram illustrating the area under study is 

presented in Figure 1. 

The basic objectives of the survey were to obtain subsurface 

geological information within the designated project area in as 

much detail as possible, in order to provide a basis for the 

assessment of the hydrocarbon potential of this region and to guide 

and assist in the planning of follow-on exploration efforts in 

selected localities. 

A twin engine Aero Commander aircraft was utilized and the 

data were acquired at an altitude of approximately 300 feet above 

mean terrain. Survey (traverse) flight lines were flown in a 

northwest-so~theast(125~ & 305O) direction at a 0.5 mile interval 

while tie lines were flown in a northeast-southwest (35O & 

215O)direction at a 5 mile line spacing. In addition to these, a 

few reconnaissance survey lines were also flown to tie with 

geologic outcrops and a well. 

A high sensitivity Cesium vapor magnetometer, in an onboard 

tail stinger installation, was used aboard the aircraft. Other 

instrumentation included a RMS AADC 4 automatic aeromagnetic 

digital compensator, a global satellite positioning system (GPS), 

conventional navigation equipment, radar and barometric altimeters, 

a flight path verification video camera, and a RMS DAS-8 computer 

based data acquisition system. Magnetic data were recorded 

digitally at a one tenth (0.1) second interval, barometric and 

radar altimeter data at a two tenth (0.2) second interval and the 



GPS data were recorded at a two tenth (0.2) second interval in the 

airborne system and a one second (1.0) interval at the ground based 

reference station for use in post-flight differential processing. 

Resolution of the magnetic data, both airborne and diurnal, is 

0.001 nT. The diurnal monitor data were recorded digitally at one 

(1.0) second intervals and merged with the airborne data during 

data editing and reduction. 

These data were processed and interpreted using networked Sun 

Sparc 1+ computers and peripheral equipment at the processing 

facilities of GEONEX Aero Service located in St. Petersburg, 

Florida. 

A complete listing of relevant information pertaining to the 

survey area and data acquisition specifications is included in the 

statistics Table (pages 6 and 7). 

Total field magnetic maps were digitally compiled with a 5 nT 

contour interval (black and white) and 2 nT contour interval 

(color). The intervals were increased to 25 and 125 nT (black and 

white) and 10 and 50 nT(co1or) contour interval wherever necessary 

for clarity within the mapped data. In addition to these, an 

illuminated image (shadow map) of the total field magnetic map with 

a shadow declination and inclination values of 235Oand 

30°respectively was produced. 

AMAP-sTM(~ero Multiple Anomaly Parameter-Section) profiles, 

showing computed locations and magnetic parameters for-anomaly 

sources, were produced at a horizontal scale of 1:125,000 along the 

profile data of each flight line. The magnetic data contour maps 

and AMAP-sTM profiles formed the basic interpretation tools used in 
this study. Other geophysical information supplied by the State of 

Alaska is also utilized in the interpretation. 

The survey area, in the southeastern portion of Bethel Basin, 

in general has been subjected to some preliminary, largely 

unsuccessful gas exploration. The results from Napatuk Creek well, 

did not encounter significant gas accumulations. However, this 

area's potential should be investigated because of thick section of 

sediments in the Bethel Basin. 



This report describes the data acquisition and processing 

procedures, parameters and delivery products for this survey as 

well as the interpretation methodology and results. It accompanies 

the following Reports of Investigations (RI), Public-Data File 

(PDF) available from the Alaska Division of Geological and 

Geophysical Surveys: 

Report Sheet 
Number Number Title 

RI 95-1 1 of 2 Total Field Magnetics of the Southeastern 
Bethel Basin, Alaska 

RI 95-1 2 of 2 Flight Path, Southeastern Bethel Basin, 
Alaska 

PDF 95-1 Digital Gridded Data of the Total Field 
Magnetics of the Southeastern Bethel Basin, 

PDF 95-2 
Alaska 
Geophysical Interpretat ion of the 
Aeromagnetic Survey of the Southeastern 
~ethel- asi in, Alaska (To accompany Report 
PDF 95-2) 



FIGURE 1 - AREA DIAGRAM 
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11. HIGH-SENSITIVITY AEROMAGNETIC PROJECT 

PARAMETERS 



. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  CLIENT STATE OF ALASKA, DEPARTMENT OF 
NATURAL RESOURCES, DIVISION OF 
GEOLOGICAL & GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 

CONTRACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . .  GEONEX AERO SERVICE 
on behalf of 
ZONGE ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH 
ORGANIZATION 

CONTRACT NUMBER . . . . . . . . .  10-94-0047 
GEONEX PROJECT 
REFERENCE NUMBER . . . . . . . . .  94119 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .  AIRCRAFT AERO COMMANDER 
REGISTRATION NO. C-GISS 

COMMENCEMENT OF FLYING . . . . . .  AUGUST 14, 1994 
COMPLETION OF FLYING . . . . . . .  AUGUST 29, 1994 

. . . . . . . .  BASE OF OPERATION BETHEL, ALASKA 

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM . RMS DAS-8 

. . . . . . . .  TIMEIDATE STANDARD UTC 

AIRBORNE MAGNETOMETER . . . . . .  SCINTREX H-8 CESIUM VAPOR SENSOR 
INSTALLATION . . . . . . . .  TAIL STINGER 
COMPENSATOR . . . . . . . .  RMS AADC-4 

60 Hz POWER LINE MONITOR . . . .  GEONEX AERODAT 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ALTIMETERS HONEYWELL APN-171(~) RADAR 

ALTIMETER 
KING KRIOA RADAR ALTIMETER 
ROSEMOUNT 1241M BAROMETRIC 
TRANSDUCER 

FLIGHT PATH VIDEO CAMERA . . . . .  SONY, MODEL No. DXC 101 . . . . . . .  VIDEO RECORDER PANASONIC AG2400 (VHS) 

NAVIGATION RECORDER . . . . . . .  PNAV 2001 
GPS RECEIVERS . . . . . . . . . .  AIRCRAFT MAGNAVOX 9212 . . . . . . . .  BASE STATION MAGNAVOX 9212 



. . . . . .  
MODEL No. M82 

MAGNETOM$TER . SCINTREX H-8 CESIUM VAPOR SENSOR 
RECORDER/. . . . . . . . . .  COMPAQ PORTABLE COMPUTER 

AIRBORNE DATA ALOG SCALES (per cm) . 10 &I00 nT . . .  10 & 100 nT . . . . . . .  +/ -  0.2 nT . . 5x10~ A/m 
. 100 FEET 

. . . .  500 FEET 
GPS ALTI~UDE . . . . . . . .  500 FEET 

AIRBORNE DATA S~PLING RATES 
RAW MAGN TICS . 10 Hz 
COMPENSA ED MAGNETICS . . .  10 Hz 
60 Hz PO ER LINE MONITOR . . 5 Hz 
RADAR AL IMETER . 5 Hz 
BAROMETR C ALTIMETER . . . .  5 Hz I GPSDATA. . . . . . . . . .  5 Hz 

AIRBORNE DATA DbGITAL RESOLUTION . 0.001nT . . .  0.001 nT . . 0.0015 mA/m . 1.0 FEET . . . .  0.6 FEET . . . . . . .  0.0001 DEGREE 
DIURNAL 

ANALOG S A L E .  . lnT/cm 
DIGITAL ECORDING INTERVAL . 1.0 SECOND 
DIGITAL 3 ECORDING RESOLUTION 0.001 nT 

I ALTITUDE . i. . . . . . . . . .  300 FEET TERRAIN CLEARANCE 
I 

FLIGHT LINE SPA~ING 
TRAVERSE. . . . . . . . . .  0.5MILES . . . . . . . . . .  5.0MILES 

FLIGHT LINE DIR CTION . . . . . . . . .  TRAVERSE 125O & 305. 
TIELINE[. . . . . . . . . .  35O &215O 

. . . . . . . .  UNIVERSAL TRANSVERSE MERCATOR . . . . . .  15g0W, ZONE 4 
SPHEROID' . . . .  CLARKE 1866 . . 500,000 METERS 

. . . . . . .  0 METERS 



TOTAL MAGNETIC INTENSITY . . . . .  53875 nT 
INCLINATION . . . . . . . . . . .  71.90°N 
DECLINATION . . . . . . . . . . .  17.30°E 
LINEAR COVERAGE . . . . . . . . .  6. 600 KILOMETERS (APPROXIMATE) 



111. DATA ACQUISITION 



111.1 SURVEY INSTRUMENTATION 

1. AIRCRAFT - Twin engine Aero Commander, registration number C- 
GISS, modified, and registered for airborne geophysical 
survey operations, equipped with a cesium vapor, high 
sensitivity magnetometer, a GPS navigation system, radar and 
barometric altimeter installations and a 60 Hz power line 
monitor. 

MAGNETOMETER - Scintrex H8, cesium vapor split beam high- 
sensitivity magnetometer in a tail stinger installation. The 
magnetometer in-flight sensitivity is better than 0.005 nT. 
The static resolution is 0.001 nT. The total system noise 
(including aircraft) is less than 0.2 nT. The data sample 
interval was 10 Hertz (0.1 second or approximately 16 to 20 
feet at average aircraft speeds of 100 to 120 knots). 
Automatic digital compensation was accomplished through the 
use of an RMS ADDC unit yielding an 18 to 30 term digital 
signal correction based on the vector field components and 
their derivatives as measured by a 3-axis fluxgate sensor. 

ALTIMETER(Radar1 - Honeywell APN-171(v) radar altimeter with 
a range of 3-5,000 feet and a relative accuracy of +/- 5 
feet. The Honeywell altimeter was replaced with a King KRlOA 
altimeter before the start of survey operations on Flight 02. 
The King altimeter has a range of 20-2,500 feet with a 
relative accuracy of +/-5% in the range of 100 to 500 feet. 
Digital resolution for both units is approximately 1.0 feet; 
digital (5 Hertz) and analog recording. 

4. ALTIMETER(Barometric1 - Rosemount 1241M barometric 
transducer, with an accuracy of +/- 7 feet. Digital 
resolution is approximately 0.6 feet; electronic drift less 
than 10 feet per hour; digital (5 Hertz) and- analog 
recording. 

5 .  GPS Navigation System - PNAV 2001 real time navigation system 
and Magnavox 9212 airborne GPS receiver were used for the 
survey. The receiver is equipped with special navigation 
software provided by the manufacturer. A Navigational 
Display Unit (a second PNAV NDU) is included that supplies 
continuous information to the pilot during the flight and 
allows multiple way points to be entered. The single point 
GPS latitude, longitude and altitude positions and UTC time 
code were logged directly on the primary RMS and secondary 
backup recording systems every second. GPS data were also 
recorded using a Magnavox 9212 receiver at the reference 
station on the ground at the aircraft's base of operations 
for differential post-flight processing using Nortech HPM 
software. 



6. 60Hz Power Line Monitor - The 60 Hz power line monitor unit 
consists of a horizontal axis antenna coil, a preamplifier 
and a signal processor. The system sensitivity is 
approximately 10" A/m at 60 HZ. 

7. Video Camera - An airborne VHS video recording system was 
provided to recover topographic points of reference and line 
crossings where necessary. The video tape is annotated with 
time fiducials that are related to the other digitally 
recorded data. The video system included the following: 

a. Lightweight, solid state, color video camera, SONY DXC 
101 complete with wide angle lens. 

b. Video annotation subsystem within the data acquisition 
system to combine geophysical timing markings on flight 
path images. 

c. video monitor/recorder for verification of camera 
operation by airborne personnel, Panasonic AG2400 
recorder and SONY DXF40 monitor. 

8. Airborne Recordins System - All airborne sensor data were 
recorded using a RMS DAS-8 data logging system. This is a PC- 
based digital logging system with appropriate interfaces for 
recording output from analog devices. Digital recording 
included both the raw and compensated total magnetic 
intensity, 60 Hz power line monitor, radar and barometric 
altimeters, and the raw GPS positions and time. Data are 
recorded digitally onto an 8mm tape cartridge. 

9. Base Station Maqnetometer - Scintrex H8 high-sensitivity, 
Cesium vapor magnetometer with digitallanalog recording for 
the monitoring of daily magnetic variations during the survey 
operations. The base station magnetometer sensor was 
installed at the aircraft base in a magnetically clean 
environment away from any source of electromagnetic 
interferences or excessive magnetic gradients. Time of day 
is synchronized with the airborne data system to within one 
(1) second. 

10. Base Station Recordina System - The ground recording system 
was a Compaq PC based unit which provided the same performance 
as the airborne data acquisition system. Data were recorded 
each second during production flights and the system was also 
operated at a reduced rate for magnetic monitoring purposes 
at times when no production was underway. 



11. Ground Based Processins Eaui~ment - The ground processing 
system used in the field consisted of a DEC Microvax 3100 
computer, a DEC VT220 terminal and a 486-66 computer connected 
via Ethernet links. A full suite of software necessary for 
infield processing was included. Other peripherals included 
a Calcomp 24 inch plotter, two 1 Gbyte disk drives and a 4mm 
streamer tape data archive unit. 



FIELD PERSONNEL 

The GEONEX Aero Service/GEONEX Aerodat personnel comprising 
the administrative and technical staff on site during the field 
acquisition phase of the program are listed below. 

Project Manager/Geophysicist Kenneth N. Michener 

Geophysical Systems Operator David Lindsay 

Pilot Marvin Cowan 

Geophysical Data Processing Michael Lawton 



111.3 PRODUCTION LOG 

LOCAL UTC FLIGHT HOURS KILOMETERS REFLIGHTS 
DATE DATE NUMBER FLOWN FLOWN-NEW 

REMARKS 

Aircraft arrival in Bethel 
No Flight - Weather 
No Flight - Weather 
Test & Calibrations Flight 
Short Flight - Weather 
No Flight - Weather 
No Flight - Weather 
Late Take Off - Weather 
Radar Altimeter Switched 
from Honeywell to King 
Late Take Off & Early 
Landing - Weather 
Late Take Off - Weather 
Early Take Off 

Late Take Off - Weather 
Flight extends into 08/23/94 
Abort - Weather 
No Flight - Weather 
No Flight - Weather 
No Flight - Weather 
Abort - Poor GPS 
Flight started on UTC 
08/28/94, Late Take Off 
Electronics Repair 
Abort - Weather 
Area Completed 



111.4 SURVEY INSTRUMENTATION CALIBRATION TESTS 

1. Fisure of Merit 

The figure of merit was determined during the test flight of 
August 14, 1994 (UTC date 08/15/94) after initially establishing 
the magnetometer compensation coefficients. The results are 
summarized in the following table: 

2. Static and In-flisht Noise Level 

Based on the 4fi difference of the compensated magnetic data, 
the ground static noise level of the magnetometer system was 
determined to be better than 0.15 nT with an average value of 0.06 
nT on the ramp at the Bethel airport while the in-flight noise 
level in ffquietn air conditions was determined to be better than 
0.15 nT with an average value of 0.08 nT. The in-flight noise level 
was established during the flying of the figure of merit test which 
preceded production data acquisition. These static and in-flight 
noise levels are well within the required specification -of less 
than or equal to +/- 0.1 nT (0.2 nT peak to peak). 

* 

LINE 
DIRECTION 

35O 

215O 

125O 

305O 

3. Las Test 

The lag test was also completed during the test flight of 
August 14, 1994 (UTC date 08/15/94). Two sets of lines were flown 
at the four survey headings over a large steel tank that provided 
a sufficient anomaly to determine the system lag in relation to the 
GPS positioning data. This lag was computed to be 0.65 seconds (6.5 
data samples). 

SUM = FOM = 1.7 nT 

ROLLS 
(+/- lo0) 

0. lnT 

0. lnT 

0. lnT 

0. lnT 

4. Headins Error Test 
The heading error was determined by flying two sets of lines 

in north, east, south and west headings over a relatively quite 
magnetic zone adjacent to the survey area. These data were 
collected at the survey altitude of 300 feet terrain clearance 

PITCHES 
(+/-5O) 

0.2nT 

0. lnT 

0.2nT 

0.2nT 

YAWS 
(+/- 5O) 

0. lnT 

0.2nT 

0.2nT 

0. lnT 

DIRECTIONAL 
TOTAL 

0.4nT 

0.4nT 

0.5nT 

0.4nT 



during 	 light 02. The results are summarized below: 

Average north - south heading error = -3.90nT 
Average east - west heading error = 1.96nT 

5. Radar Altimeter Calibrations 

A 
(nT) 

203.25 

203.28 

202.98 

204.23 

204.59 

207.46 

205.55 

207.86 

A. Honeywell APN 171 (v) Altimeter: 

DIURNAL 
(nT) 

54222.2 

54221.5 

54228.4 

54227.6 

54228.2 

54228.0 

54227.1 

54227.3 

The calibration test of the Honeywell radar altimeter was 
completed over the Bethel airport runway duringthe pre-survey test 
flight on August 14, 1994 (UTC date of 08/15/94) . One line each was 
flown at a barometric altitude (as registered on the pilots 
altimeter which had been adjusted to the local barometric pressure 
of 30.19) of 200, 400, 600 and 800 feet above sea level. Radar 
altimeter readings were checked at the southwest end of the runway 
(marker 036) which has a known elevation of 122 feet above sea 
level yielding nominal terrain clearances of 78, 278, 478 and 678 
feet. The results for each pass are as follows: 

COMPENSATED 
MAGNETICS 
(nT) 

54425.45 

54424.78 

54431.38 

54431.83 

54432.79 

54435.46 

54432.65 

54435.16 

HEADING 

WEST 

NORTH 

WEST 

NORTH 

EAST 

SOUTH 

EAST 

SOUTH 

The average difference between the nominal terrain clearance and 
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UTC TIME 
(FROM 
VIDEO) 

03:42:38.9 

03:44:19.6 

04:03:45.6 

04:05: 19.0 

04:07:28.7 

04:09:45.9 

04:11:53.9 

04:14:07.3 

TERRAIN. 
CLEARANCE 

307 Feet 

363 Feet 

323 Feet 

292 Feet 

343 Feet 

306 Feet 

278 Feet 

267 Feet 

DIFFERENCE 

37.4 FEET 

8.3 FEET 

27.7 FEET 

23.8 FEET 

RADAR 
ALTIMETER 

115.4 FEET 

286.3 FEET 

505.7 FEET 

700.2 FEET 

NOMINAL 
BAROMETRIC 
ALTITUDE 

200 FEET 

400 FEET 

600 FEET 

800 FEET 

NOMINAL 
TERRAIN 
CLEARANCE 

78.0 FEET 

278.0 FEET 

478.0 FEET 

678.0 FEET 



the aircraft flight level based on the radar altimeter reading is 
approximately twenty-four (24) feet. 

B. King Altimeter: 

The Honeywell radar altimeter failed during the initial 
takeoff on Flight 2. Altimeter input to the geophysical data 
logging system was then switched to the aircraft's independent King 
altimeter. The initial calibration test of the King radar altimeter 
was completed over the Bethel airport runway at the end of Flight 
2 on August 18, 1994 (UTC date of 08/19/94). The results for each 
pass are as follows: 

The average difference between the nominal terrain clearance and 
the aircraft flight level based on the radar altimeter is 
approximately eight (8) feet. 

The final (post-survey) calibration test of the King radar 
altimeter was completed over the Bethel airport runway at the end 
of Flight 11 on August 29, 1994 (UTC date of 08/29/94). The results 
for each pass are as follows: 

DIFFERENCE 

3.4 FEET 

12.9 FEET 

8.9 FEET 

5.7 FEET 

NOMINAL 
BAROMETRIC 
ALTITUDE 

200 FEET 

400 FEET 

600 FEET 

800 FEET 

The average difference between the nominal terrain clearance and 
the aircraft flight level based on the radar altimeter is 
approximately twenty-one (21) feet. 

NOMINAL 
TERRAIN 
CLEARANCE 

78.0 FEET 

278.0 FEET 

478.0 FEET 

678.0 FEET 

- 

In all cases, the average difference is attributed not to 
instrument error but rather to the difficulty in holding altitude 

RADAR 
ALTIMETER 

74.6 FEET 

290.0 FEET 

486.9 FEET 

683.7 FEET 

DIFFERENCE 

11.6 FEET 

29.9 FEET 

12.4 FEET 

30.3 FEET 

NOMINAL 
BAROMETRIC 
ALTITUDE 

200 FEET 

400 FEET 

600 FEET 

800 FEET 

NOMINAL 
TERRAIN 
CLEARANCE 

78.0 FEET 

278.0 FEET 

478.0 FEET 

678.0 FEET 

RADAR 
ALTIMETER 

66.4 FEET 

251.1 FEET 

465.6 FEET 

647.7 FEET 



while also trying to maintain position during windy conditions. 

6. Barometric Altimeter Calibrations 

Barometric altimeter calibrations were performed pre- and 
post-flight to determine the drift correction factors (offsets) to 
be applied to these altimeter data during final data processing. In 
this case, "drifttt is a function of instrument drift, both daily 
and pre- and post-flight changes in barometric pressure and the 
difference between actual pressure and an instrumental standard 
pressure of 29.92. Due to excessively heavy local air traffic 
conditions, it was not possible to perform these calibrations 
against the aircraft's radar altimeter over a known point while in 
flight. Rather, these calibrations were performed on the ramp at 
the Bethel Airport. Known elevations were derived from the pilot's 
barometric altimeter (an independent unit from the acquisition 
system) set to the actual air pressure. 

OFFSET 
(ft) 

282.31 

191.95 

149.83 

503.92 

461.18 

231.03 

122.97 

-954.08 

-132.57 

3.42 

27.23 

76.69 

-19.16 

-179.11 

-66.17 

-29.54 

-69.84 

FLIGHT 

FOM 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

3 

4 

4 

5 

5 

6 

6 

7 

7 

8 

8 

PRE- /POST- 
FLIGHT TEST 

PRE-FLIGHT 

PRE-FLIGHT 

POST-FLIGHT 

PRE-FLIGHT 

POST-FLIGHT 

PRE-FLIGHT 

POST-FLIGHT 

PRE-FLIGHT 

POST-FLIGHT 

PRE-FLIGHT 

POST-FLIGHT 

PRE-FLIGHT 

POST-FLIGHT 

PRE-FLIGHT 

POST-FLIGHT 

PRE-FLIGHT 

POST-FLIGHT 

BAR0 AIR 
PRESSURE 

30.19 

30.11 

30.05 

30.39 

30.36 

30.12 

30.01 

29.69 

29.72 

29.84 

29.89 

29.84 

29.89 

29.70 

29.97 

29.81 

29.80 

BALT 
(ft) 

-192.31 

-101.95 

-59.83 

-413.92 

-371.18 

-141.03 

-32.97 

249.08 

207.57 

91.58 

67.77 

18.32 

114.16 

274.11 

161.17 

124.54 

164.84 

BRAW 
(mv) 

-1323 

-1470 

-1540 

-960 

-1030 

-1407 

-1584 

-2046 

-1978 

-1788 

-1749 

-1668 

-1825 

-2087 

-1902 

-1842 

-1908 

HEIGHT 
ON RAMP 

( f t) 

90 

90 

90 

90 

90 

90 

90 

95 

75 

95 

95 

95 

95 

95 

95 

95 

95 



Note that an average of the pre- and post-flight offsets was 
applied to the data during in field processing. A linearly varying 
offset was applied to the data during final processing to correct 
for changes in barometric pressure and instrument drift. 

7. GPS Positionins Tests 

FLIGHT 

9 

9 

10 

10 

11A 

11A 

11B 

11B 

GPS positions were to be calibrated daily by flying over a 
known control point and checking this position as seen on the 
flight path video with the position as indicated by the corrected 
GPS data. However, as the only geodetic control point that could be 
located in the vicinity of the survey area is located along the 
Bethel airport runway (the Airport Reference Point) and again due 
to the excessively heavy local air traffic conditions, it was not 
possible to perform these calibrations in this manner. An 
approximate test of the relative accuracy of the GPS positioning 
data was made daily by manually triggering and recording the 
aircraft's position during its take off roll as it passed the ARP 
and comparing this position against that of the ARP control point 
offset to the center line of the runway. The location coordinates 
for the ARP are: 
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-200.24 
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and after adjustment for an offset distance of 102.1 meters at an 
angle of 26O, the position of the test point is 345666.6 and 
6741572.8 meters for X and Y respectively. The results of the daily 
position test are as follows: 
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The speed of the aircraft during takeoff was approximately 110 
knots or 56 meters/second. Note that it was not possible to 
complete this calibration on Flight 9 due to temporary airport 
fliqht control restrictions. Also note that differentially 
corrected positions are not available for Flight 1. 
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As an independent test of the accuracy of the G P S  positioning, 
the aircraft overflew the G P S  base reference station during Flight 
3. The coordinates of the base station had been determined to be 
60.80621°N x 161.81375°W by means of a long term (150+ hours) 
average. The position of the aircraft was 60.80600°N x 161.81390°W. 
Both coordinates are within 15 meters of the position of the base 
station. 
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IV. DATA PROCESSING 



IV.l FIELD DATA PROCESSING 

The aeromagnetic data were processed in the field at the base 
of flight operations both to .insure that these data and the 
ancillary data were within contract specifications and to 
facilitate the analyses of these data in respect to the stated 
objectives of the survey program. 

Field processing operations included: 

loading the airborne data and magnetic base station data 
into the Geonex standard database format 

verification of all channel data, including diurnal and 
GPS and a review of individual channel statistics 

differential correction of the airborne GPS positions 
and integration of these corrected positions back into 
the database on a flight line basis 

generation of flight path maps based on the 
differentially corrected GPS positions 

generation of quality control multi-channel stackeg 
profiles showing the processed magnetic data and its 4 
difference, diurnal variation, altimeter data, 60 Hz 
monitor data and aircraft speed for all flight lines 

All of the in-field data processing efforts proved that the 
data were of very good quality. 



FINAL DATA PROCESSING 

IV.2.1 COMPILATION EQUIPMENT 

Following the acquisition and field verification of the 
aeromagnetic data, these data must be compiled into forms that are 
readily usable to the geophysical interpreter. 

All data were processed on a network of Sun Sparc 1+ and SPC 
workstations and IBM compatible PCs. Complementary to the 
workstations are a variety of display and plotting devices 
including a CalComp 1044 drum plotter, Versatec electrostatic 
blacklwhite plotter, and CalComp electrostatic color plotter. The 
complete set of digital data processing equipment that was used on 
the project is listed below. Supporting these electronic and 
electromechanical devices is an experienced geophysical and data 
processing staff as well as in-house computer aided drafting and 
GIs departments and a color and blacklwhite photographic 
laboratory. 

Sun Workstations 
1 - Sun SPARC SLC 4/20 FM-8 
1 - Sun SPARC IPC 4/40 FC-8-P40 
2 - Sun SPARC Station 1+ 4/65 GX-8 
1 - 112" SCSI Tape Drive 
1 - 669 Mbyte Disk Drive & 8mm Tape Drive 
1 - 669 Mbyte Disk Drive & 150 114" Tape Drive 
1 - 669 x 2 Mbyte Disk Drive 
Personal Computers 
1 - Digital DEC station 386SX Personal Computer 

40 Mbyte Hard Disk Drive 
1.44 Mbyte 3 1/211 Floppy Disk Drive 
1.2 Mbyte 5 114" Floppy Disk Drive 
Colorado Memory Systems 120 Mb Tape Drive 

1 - Lane Data Systems 386 Computer 
80 Mbyte Hard Disk Drive 
1.44 Mbyte 3 112" Floppy Disk Drive 
1.2 Mbyte 5 1/411 Floppy Disk Drive 

1 - Dell 316LT 386SX Personal Computer 
40 Mbyte Hard Disk Drive 
1.44 Mbyte 3 112" Floppy Disk Drive 

Plotters 
1 - Versatec 44 Inch Electrostatic Raster Plotter 

Resolution = 400 Dots/Inch 
1 - CalComp 1044 GT Pen Plotter, 36 inch width 
1 - CalComp 68436 Electrostatic Color Plotter, 36 inch width 



IV.2.2 COMPILATION PERSONNEL 

The GEONEX Aero Service/~~oNEX Aerodat personnel comprising 
the compilation technical staff. during the final data processing 
phase of the program are listed below. 

Data Preparation Michael Lawton 

Data Processing Paul Schultz 
Kenneth N. Michener 

Data Image Processing George Teed 

Quality Control Dr. Rao Yalamanchili 
Kenneth N. Michener 



IV.2.3 MAGNETIC DATA PROCESSING 

When the field data arrive at the processing center, they are 
logged in and accounted for.. At this point, two parallel 
processing procedures are started. One is the editing and 
processing of the digital data, which is done on a flight line 
basis, and the other is the determination of the preliminary flight 
path utilizing the recorded navigation data. 

These digital data must be edited and corrected for 
systematic and random errors associated with such phenomenon as 
spurious signals and diurnal; the Earth's regional field must be 
removed; and the data must finally be presented in profile and 
contour map formats and as data archives on magnetic tape. 

The five basic steps in the compilation of aeromagnetic data 
are editing, flight path recovery/final positioning, regional 
removal, magnetic adjustment, and gridding and contouring. A 
flowchart illustrating these steps is included on the following 
page 

Editinq 

The digital processing of the magnetic data begins with the 
editing stage. On arrival at the processing center, the raw field 
data were run through a series of utility programs to move the data 
onto the workstations prior to entering the database. This 
included the conversion of the radar and barometric altimeter data 
from raw readings in millivolts to elevations in feet based on the 
correction coefficients and offsets determined in the field. In 
addition fiducial numbers were assigned to the original, one-tenth 
second time based field data. 

The ground station magnetic data (diurnal monitor) are 
recorded on a hard disk storage device, downloaded onto 3.5 inch 
diskettes and backed up onto streamer tapes. These data were also 
run through a series of utility programs to prepare them for 
loading into the database. 

Using the program AGPSEN the compiler loads the airborne and 
ground station magnetic data into the database. The ground station 
magnetic data are synchronized with the airborne magnetic data 
using the recorded UTC times. 

At this time the compiler proceeds with quality control 
analyses of the data in profile format on the workstation. He is 
able to display the data interactively and uses a cursor to 
automatically select and modify particular segments of the data as 
necessary. Smoothing or filtering may be applied as part of the 
edit, depending on the type of data. When necessary, standard non- 
recursive convolution filters can be utilized, as well as non- 
linear filters or other special purpose filters. Due to the good 
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quality of the data, it was not necessary to apply any filters to 
this dataset. 

A parallax or lag correction was applied to the data during 
this phase of compilation. The lag between the raw airborne data 
and the positional information had previously been determined to be 
0.65 seconds (6.5 samples) during test lines flown over a 
repeatable magnetic anomaly. 

The magnetic data were then corrected for diurnal variations 
in the following manner. The diurnal data were first smoothed using 
a 3,000 meter cut-off low pass filter to remove short term 
variations. This cut-off is equivalent to approximately one minute. 
An area-wide average of 54,210 nT was then subtracted from the 
filtered diurnal and the resultant data were subtracted from the 
airborne magnetic data. 

Fliaht Path Recoverv/Final Positioninq 

The primary navigation system used for the survey was 
differential GPS (Global Positioning System). Navigation using GPS 
is accomplished by passive trilateration. The GPS receiver 
calculates the pseudo range to four or more satellites, computes 
the satellite positions and estimates the three dimensional 
position of the aircraft. GPS position coordinates were recorded 
on the airborne data acquisition system at 0.2 second intervals 
(although the satellites which derive these positions update this 
information only once every second). In addition, GPS coordinates 
were recorded on a second, base station system located at the base 
of operations in Bethel. The GPS data were processed post flight in 
the field in a differential mode and were then transmitted to St. 
Petersburg, Florida where they were merged, by time, with the 
magnetic profile data. The latitude and longitude were convertedto 
northings and eastings for use in the database. A datum shift was 
applied to convert the positional information from the satellite 
datum (WGS-84) to the required projection. The GPS positional data 
were plotted using the program AGPFIX. The parameters used for the 
conversion and plotting of the GPS coordinates are: 

Projection . . . . . . . .  Universal Transverse Mercator 
Spheroid . . . . . . . . .  Clarke 1866 
Zone . . . . . . . . . . .  4 
Central Meridian . . . . .  15g0W 
False Easting . . . . . . .  500,000 Meters 
False Northing . . . . . .  0 Meters 

The coordinates for the GPS base station, as determined by a 
long term averaging prior to the commencement of survey operations 
were: 



N 060°48.37268' 
W 161°48.82384' 
Elevation 135.84 m (above. geoid) 

Removal of Earth's Resional Gradient 

After the final positioning has been obtained, the regional 
gradient of the Earth's magnetic field is removed. This is 
accomplished by use of a worldwide model of the International 
Geomagnetic Reference Field, pescribed in terms of spherical 
harmonics and time deviations. The Earth's field values (IGRF 
1990 updated to the date of data acquisition) were subtracted from 
the data on a line by line basis to account for changes in each 
data sample's physical location. A constant of 53,875 nT, 
representing the base value of the regional field, was then added 
back to the total intensity data. 

The objective of the adjustment phase of the data processing 
is to correct time variant data to a common datum by measuring the 
misclosure in the data set at tie and traverse line cross over 
points (intersections) and then correcting for this misclosure. 

The AGPLEV program is used to reorganize the coordinate data 
for use in the adjustment phase. The generated crossover file 
contains the intersections of traverses and tie lines as defined by 
f iducials. The levelling file is created from an extraction of the 
magnetic sensor data around each crossover of ties and traverses. 
Incorporated in the levelling file is a local polynomial fit to the 
sensor data around the crossover point. This polynomial normally 
involves seven (7) points in total around each intersection point. 

The first phase of the levelling is the systematic error 
correction where the program attempts to reconstitute the diurnal 
variation by making a least squares low order polynomial fit to the 
differences between the tie and traverse values. The process is an 
iterative one whereby approximations are made to the diurnal field 
alternating between ties and traverses and at the same time 
increasing the order of polynomial. When applied to well 
positioned data, such as those acquired and recovered through the 
use of GPS directed navigation and differential GPS post- 
processing, three iterations through first, third and fifth order 

'NASA Technical Publication: Data Users Note NSSDC 68-11, Computation of 
Geomagnetic Field from Spherical Harmonic Expansions, May 1968. See also Langel, 
1992. 



polynomials are usually sufficient to refine the systematic to the 
required degree of accuracy. 

After the systematic corrections have been evaluated, a 
further, fine fiducial, adjustment is made to the location of the 
crossover point. As the crossover is an interpolated position, 
there can be an error associated with its location, usually plus or 
minus one to two fiducials for GPS positioned data. The fine 
fiducial adjustment uses the misclosure data to determine the best 
fit within this margin of error. The systematic error correction is 
then repeated after the fine fiducial adjustment. 

The root mean square (R.M.S.) of misties in the unlevelled 
data along individual flight lines ranged from a low of 0.3 nT to 
a high of 13.5 nT. Actual misties ranged from less than 0.5 nT to 
over 100.0 nT with the largest mistie values concentrated over the 
southeastern margin of the survey over the area of high amplitude 
anomalies and steep magnetic gradients. After the initial 
systematic error correction, the R.M.S. of misties along individual 
flight lines ranged from a low of 0.1 nT to a high of 5.5 nT with 
an overall, area wide R.M. S. value of 0.8 nT. The R.M. S. of misties 
along the flight lines for the final, levelled magnetic data ranges 
from a low of 0.0 nT to a high of 2.5 nT with an overall value of 
0.3 nT. 

Throughout the adjustment process, the amount of correction 
individually applied to the tie and traverse lines at the cross 
over points is a function of the local gradient.along each line. 

After completion of the final systematic levelling, four 
minor pulls (false anomalies) remained in the magnetic data 
contours at locations over the southern portion of the area. These 
were corrected by making a limited number of manual adjustments to 
the data. 

Griddina of the Masnetic Data 

After the final profile dataset has been made, two operations 
are started: plotting of the final flight path and computation and 
plotting of contour maps of the magnetic field. The flight path 
map contains the flight path lines, coordinate grid ticks, and 
annotation that are required. These are plotted on an automated 
digital plotter. 

The magnetic values are reduced to a regular X-Y grid, using 
a numerical approximation technique referred to as gridding. The 
grid spacing in the two perpendicular directions is independent, 
allowing the grid to be rectangular, if desired, and this grid is 
mathematically rotated by the user to be aligned as closely as 
possible with the magnetic anomaly trends. The program is tailored 
to the dense collection of data along traverse lines as opposed to 



randomly spaced points as in some gridding applications. Normal 
procedures dictate that the grid interval selected should relate to 
the frequency of anomalies of interest. The grid interval used in 
the southeastern Bethel Basin area was 200 meters by 200 meters. 

The first step in gridding is to reduce the input points to 
corner values in those mesh or grid intervals in which the points 
actually fall. The algorithm for propagating the data to the 
remainder of the grid has two levels of refinement. One, or both, 
of these may be used as desired. The first level procedure is 
essentially interpolation between the original flight lines. If 
lines are closely spaced relative to the anomaly sizes, this level 
may suffice. The additional refinement is made by smoothing the 
original grid heavily to produce a trend grid and then gridding by 
use of a linear combination of interpolation (using the unrefined 
grid derived from original input) and extrapolation (using the 
trend grid) . 

Lastly, a light cosmetic smoothing was applied to the grid 
through the use of a 1,000 meter radius gaussian filter. 

Contourins of the Masnetic Data 

A contouring program then operates on the resulting final 
grids, usually after a small amount of cosmetic smoothing has been 
applied. Hierarchies of contour intervals are defined, each with 
its own dropout density, pen weight, and with or without periodic 
annotation. Annotation is never written over that on any adjacent 
line, and it is always right-side-up to the viewer. High or low 
annotations are plotted, and sufficient border ticks are plotted so 
that the map may be oriented with the flight path of the same 
sheet. 

Color Maps 

A color contour map of the final total magnetic intensity 
gridded data was produced. Pseudo equal area color intervals were 
utilized wherein smaller increments were applied around the mean 
data values and increasingly larger increments were applied towards 
the minimum and maximum data values. This results in a better 
resolution of anomalies in the mid-range of the data. Such 
anomalies can become obscured when linear color intervals are used. 

The color processing involves two main steps: 

1) The gridded data set to be presented as a color plot is 
analyzed by software that creates the break points for each 
color interval. The input to the software is the grid file 
name, the number of color intervals to be used and the 
smallest color interval that is desired. The software then 
reads all valid grid nodes within the grid, sorts these to 



increasing order and then creates subgroups equal in number 
to the number of color intervals desired. All data values 
within each subgroup are then averaged to determine an 
absolute color break value. These color break values are 
then rounded to a value that is a multiple of the smallest 
color interval as input to the program. 

This process results in a color break point scheme that 
allows an equal area for each color to be presented. Since 
this color break point file is a standard ASCII file, it can 
be edited and modified if desired. 

2 After the color break point file has been created, the color 
plotting software simply reads the gridded'data and assigns 
a color to each grid node area according to the value of the 
grid node in relation to the color break point file. This 
same software also interpolates the gridded data to a finer 
pixel interval for plotting on the 400 DPI Calcomp color 
plotter. 

Shadow Maps 

A color shadow map (illuminated image) of the final total 
magnetic intensity gridded data set was produced using parameters 
determined through the interactive AXIS (Aerodat extended Imaging 
System) image analyses of these data. The orientation and value of 
the gradients of the individual grid cells determine the apparent 
brightness or darkness of each cell on the shadow map. This 
technique emphasizes even very small rates of change that may be 
obscured by larger features in the data. 

The shadow processing involves the following steps: 

1) The color break point file as described above in color 
processing is first created. 

2 A shadow grid is created from the data grid. The shadow 
software requires as input the declination and inclination 
for the position of the theoretical sun. Knowing this, the 
gridded data set is examined as triangles with three (3) grid 
nodes making each triangle. The angle of incidence between 
the surface described by the triangle and the line of sight 
from the light source is then determined and each grid node 
is then assigned a value between 0 and 1. A value of 1 
indicates perfect right angle reflection of the light beam 
while a value of 0 indicates that the light beam is parallel 
to the triangle's surface. 

3 The shadow grid is then analyzed by the same software that 
creates the color break points but in this case, the software 
creates a break point file for the grey scale such that each 



grey shade interval has an equal area of presentation. 

4 The color plotting software then uses the following 6 files: 

a) the original data grid 
b) the color break point file for the data grid 
c) the actual Calcomp color palette code for all colors 
d) the shadow grid 
e) the grey scale break point file for the shadow grid 
f) the actual Calcomp grey palette code for all shades of 

grey 

Each data grid node is assigned a color and each corre- 
sponding shadow grid node is assigned a grey shade. The grey 
shade is then combined with the color (red, green, blue) to 
create the final pixel representation for the plot. The 
software also interpolates the gridded data to a finer pixel 
interval for plotting on the 400 DPI Calcomp color plotter. 



AMAP-S~~ (Aero Multiple Anomalv Parameter - Section) Profiles 
The edited magnetic profile data, after the parallax 

correction and prior to the removal of diurpal and regional 
variations, were used to generate the AMAP-S profiles. Every 
eighth data sample (approximately 48 meters) was used in the 
generation of these profiles. 

The following average total magnetic intensity, iaclination, 
and declination values are used to generate the AMAP-S profiles. 

AREA Total Magnetic Inclination Declination 
Intensity 

SE Bethel Basin 53,875 nT 71.90°N 17. 30°E 



IV.2.4 MAP SPECIFICATIONS 

The compilation scale for the survey is 1:125,000. 

All maps were made on the Universal Transverse Mercator 
projection using the following parameters: 

Central Meridian . . . . . .  159.0°W 

Zone.. . . . . . . . . . .  4 

Spheroid . . . . . . . . .  Clarke 1866 

False Northing . . . . . . .  0 meters 

False Easting . . . . . . .  500,000 meters 

The total magnetic intensity and flight path maps display 
latitude/longitude reference marks and a topographic base derived 
photographically from the 1:250,000 USGS map sheets for the 
Marshall, Russian Mission, Baird Inlet and Bethel quadrangles. The 
color map products have a limited planimetric base consisting of a 
township, range and section grid. 

The basic contour interval for the total magnetic intensity is 
five (5) nT with supplemental twenty-five (25) and one hundred and 
twenty-five (125) nT contours on all maps. 



IV.2.5 PROFILE SPECIFICATIONS 

Scale - 1:125,000 

Stacked Profile Curves: 

1.Total magnetic field (Fine) . . 5 nT/cm 
2.Total magnetic field (Coarse) . 25 nT/cm 
3.Diurnal. . . . . . . . . . . .  5nT/cm 
4.60 Hz monitor . . . . . . . . .  2 mA/m/cm 
5.Barometric Altimeter . . . .  50 Feet/cm 
6.Radar Altimeter . . . . . . . .  50 Feet/cm 

Fiducial numbers are annotated above of the horizontal axis of 
each curve while an along line distance in meters is shown below 
these axes. 

AMAP-S~~ Profiles Curves : 

1.Total magnetic field . . . . . . . .  20 nT/Inch 
2.Horizontal gradient . . . . . . . . .  auto scaled 
3.Diurnal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 nT/Inch 
4.Barometric Altimeter . . . . . . . .  200 Feet/Inch 
5.Radar Altimeter (pseudo topography) . 2000 Feet/Inch 
6.Depth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2000 Feet/Inch 



TAPE FORMAT DESCRIPTIONS 

FINAL PROFILE DATA ARCHIVE TAPE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 

Columns Description 

Line Number 
Fiducial 
Flight Number 
Unused 
Day 
Month 
Year 
Time (seconds from midnight) 
UTM X (meters) 
UTM Y (meters) 
Latitude (decimal degrees) 
Longitude (decimal degrees) 
Final Contoured Total Field Magnetics (nT) 
Observed Edited Total Field Magnetics (nT) 
Diurnal Variation (nT) 
Radar Altimeter (feet) 
Barometric Altimeter (feet) 
GPS Altimeter (feet) 
60 Hz Monitor 

These data were written to the archive tape using the 
following WRITE statement: 

WRITE(10,290) lnum, fid, flt, day, month, year, 
1 time, xutm, yutm, latdec, londec, magfin, 
2 magraw, diur, ralt, balt, galt, sixtyhz 

290 F0RMAT(217,15,1X,312,F10.2,F12.2,F13.2, 
1 F10.4,F11.4,2F10.2,F10.113161F8.4) 



POSITIONING DATA (FLIGHT PATH) ARCHIVE TAPE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 

Columns Description 

1- 7 Line Number 
8- 14 Fiducial 
15- 26 UTM X (meters, Zone 4) 
27- 39 UTM Y (meters, Zone 4) 
40- 49 Latitude (decimal degrees, Clarke 

1866 Spheroid NAD1927 Datum) 
50- 60 Longitude (decimal degrees, Clarke 

1866 spheroid NAD1927 Datum) 
These data were written to the archive tape using the 

following WRITE statement: 

WRITE(11,292) lnum, fid, xutm, yutm, latdec, londec 
292 FORMAT(217,F12.2,F13.2,F10.4,F11.4) 

RAW PROFILE DATA ARCHIVE TAPE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 

Columns Description 

Line Number 
Flight Number 
Date 
Time (seconds x 100) 
UTM X (meters) 
UTM Y (meters) 
Latitude (degrees x 10,000) 
Longitude (degrees x 10,000) 
Raw Compensated Total Field Magnetics (nT x100) 
Raw Diurnal variation (nT x 10) 
Raw Power Line Detector x 10 
Raw Radar Altimeter (feet x 10) 
Raw Barometric ~ltimeter (feet x 10) 
Raw GPS Altimeter (feet x 10) 



IV.2.7 DELIVERY PRODUCTS 

Unless otherwise noted, three (3) copies of all map and 
profile delivery products have been delivered on stable base mylar 
at a scale of 1:125,000. Three (3) copies of all digital data 
products have also been delivered. 

Reports of Investisations (RI) 

Report Sheet 
Number Number Title 

RI 95-1 1 of 2 Total Field Magnetics of the Southeastern 
Bethel Basin, Alaska 

RI 95-1 2 of 2 Flight Path, Southeastern Bethel Basin, Alaska 

Public-Data Files (PDF) 

PDF 95-1 

PDF 95-2 

PDF 95-2 

Digital Gridded Data in Geosoft compatible 
format of the Total Field Magnetics of the 
Southeastern Bethel Basin, Alaska (CD-ROM) 

High Resolution Aeromagnetic Survey, 
Southeastern Bethel Basin, Alaska, Data 
Acquisition, Data Processing and 
Interpretation Report 

Geophysical Interpretation of the Aeromagnetic 
survey of the southeastern Bethel Basin, 
Alaska (To accompany Report PDF 95-2) 

Other Products 

Color Contour Map of the Total Field Magnetics of the Southeastern 
Bethel Basin, Alaska 

Color Shadow Map of the Total Field Magnetics of the Southeastern 
Bethel Basin, Alaska 

Stacked profiles of the final magnetic data (2 scales) , diurnal, 60 
Hz monitor, and barometric and radar altimeters. One each for the 
137 flight lines or line segments crossing the area (three sets) . 
Gridfile of Total Field Magnetics on CD-ROM. 

F02BETH.GRD - Geosoft format gridfile 
Final flight path data on CD-ROM. 

F03POSl.ARC - Position archive for lines 10010 to 10600 
F04POS2,ARC - Position archive for lines 10610 to 80070 
FOSPOS3.ARC - Position archive for test and compensation lines 



Final profile digital data on CD-ROM (includes production data as 
well as all test and compensation lines). 

FO6PROFl.ARC - Profile archive for lines 10010 to 10600 
F07PROF2.ARC - Profile archive for lines 10610 to 80070 
F08PROF3.ARC - Profile archive for test and compensation lines 

Raw profile and gridded digital data on CD-ROM. 

F09PREl.ARC - Raw profile archive for lines 10010 to 10600 
FlOPRE2.ARC - Raw profile archive for lines 10610 to 11210 
FllPRE3.ARC - Raw profile archive for lines 80010 to 80070 
F12PRE.GRD - Preliminary gridfile of Total Field Magnetics 

in Geosoft format 
Plot files on CD-ROM. 

F13PATH.PLT - HPGL plot file of flight path map 
F14CONT.PLT - HPGL plot file of total field contours 
F15SURR.PLT - HPGL plot file of surround information for 

total field magnetics map 

A M A P - S ~ ~  profiles. One each for the 137 flight iines or line 
segments crossing the area, scale 1:125,000. One set on paper. 

All original raw field data including flight logs, videos, analog 
and digital data. One set. 



V. INTERPRETATION 



V.l INTRODUCTION 

The basic objectives of this interpretation were to obtain 

subsurface geological information within the designated project 

area in as much detail as possible, in order to provide a basis for 

the assessment of potential natural gas resources within this 

region and to guide and assist in the planning of follow-on 

exploration efforts in selected localities. The specific objective 

of the aeromagnetic data interpretation was to establish the depth 

to and structural configuration of the magnetic basement surface 

beneaththe survey area and to identify additional magnetic sources 

and possible structures within the sedimentary section, thereby 

delineating prospective areas for potential hydrocarbon 

accumulations. 

With recent advances in the acquisition, processing and 

interpretation of potential field data, gravity and magnetic 

techniques offer additional cost effective exploration tools to aid 

in the identification and delineation of structural elements within 

the both the basement and intrasedimentary section. With the steady 

improvement of high resolution magnetics, some hydrocarbon related 

structures can now be detected in weakly sedimentary magnetic 

rocks. 

Total field magnetic maps, shadow maps, and AMAP-sTM (Aero 
Multiple Anomaly Parameter-Section) profiles formed the basic 

interpretation tools used in this study. Bouguer gravity maps 

supplied by the State of Alaska were also used for two and one-half 

dimensional (2 &%-D) forward model studies. The seismic data quality 

is poor in this area and could not be utilized in this study. This 

is one of the example how magnetic and gravity data sets are 

helpful in delineating the basement as well as the other geologic 

units when the seismic data generates weak, characterless and 

incoherent reflections, leading to an ambiguous structural 

interpretation. 



V.2 GEOLOGIC SETTING 

The southeastern Bethel Basin reported on here is located to 

the north of Kuskokwim Bay and along the Kuskokwim river system. It 

covers portions of Marshall, Russian Mission, Baird Inlet and 

Bethel quadrangles in southwestern Alaska. The survey area consists 

of a low relief alluvial plain underlain entirely by unconsolidated 

Quaternary deposits. 

Only one(1) deep well, the Napatuk Creek #l well, has been 

drilled in the entire basin (total depth:1491OV). Precretaceous 

sediments are encountered at the bottom of the well. The petroleum 

potential beneath the Bethel Basin historically was optimistic 

because of the thick section of sedimentary rocks. Recent studies 

including the analysis of rock samples (Earthfield Technology Inc.) 

indicate that many samples have good to very good petroleum 

generation ratings. Large oil and gas reserves may be present 

within the study area awaiting discovery. 

The Lower Kuskokwim - Bristol Bay region is a tectonically 
active belt which borders the Pacific ocean. This region has been 

subjected to strong compressive forces operating northwest and 

southeast. Strata of Cretaceous age and older are compressed into 

tight folds and broken by numerous faults. Faults that intersect 

young surficial deposits indicate that mountain-building movements 

are still taking place but are not as strong as in the Aleutian 

Islands. Large areas of lava flows of Tertiary and Quaternary age 

are present which show that the region was the scene of consider- 

able volcanic activity a relatively short time ago. 

Rocks exposed in the lower Kuskokwim - Bristol Bay region are 
in from Precambrian to Quaternary in age. These units from, oldest 

to youngest, consist of (1) metamorphic rocks of Precambrian age, 

(2) limestones of Devonian age, (3) siltstones, graywacke, mafic 

volcanic rocks, chert, and limestone which constitute the Gemuk 

group and range in age from Carboniferous through Early Cretaceous, 

(4) marine andesitic volcanic rocks of Jurassic age, (5) interbed- 

ded graywacke shale and conglomerate which make up the Kuskokwim 

group of Cretaceous age, (6) continental basalt of Tertiary and 

Quaternary age, and (7) surficial deposits of Quaternary age. 



The basement is metamorphic in composition, consists of 

metasedimentary and metaigneous rocks, including schist and gneiss 

of many different compositions.~ Uplifted metamorphic rocks which 

cropout near Yukon-Koyukuk province indicate that these metamorphic 

rocks consist mostly of schists with sedimentary protoliths of 

Paleozoic and Precambrian age. The exact age of metamorphism is 

uncertain, but is believed to be in the Early Cretaceous interval 

based on K-Ar mineral ages (Turner et al., 1979, Armstrong et a1 

1986). 

The geologic history of the Koyukuk Terrane of Western Alaska 

geologic history reveals that the igneous history is divisible into 

four magmatic episodes. (1) Pre-Middle Jurassic basaltic volcanism, 

(2) a Middle and Late Jurassic granitic plutonism, (3) Upper 

Jurassic and lower Lower Cretaceous intermediate volcanism and 

pyroclastic activity, and (4) upper Lower Cretaceous intermediate 

volcanism and pyroclastic activity. 

Devonian limestones extend to the northeast for hundreds of 

miles with several thousand feet of thickness including the 

dolomites of early and middle ~aleozoic age. The next younger group 

of strata is named the Gemuk group. The group constitutes most of 

the large positive tectonic units such as the Good news arch and 

the Ruby geanticline. The upper part of this group is characterized 

by large amounts of coarse-grained clastic rocks, and the lower 

part by fine grained rocks. overlying are volcanic rocks of 

Jurassic age which are chiefly massive andesite and basaltic 

andesite flows. Locally several hundred feet of volcanic breccia 

occurs at or near the base of the sequence. These rocks are 

estimated be between 2000 to 5000 feet thick. Two and one-half 

dimensional (2 &%-D) model studies, conducted part of this study, 

indicate that the thickness of volcanics is in the range of 2000- 

6000 feet. These strata are broken by several faults. Rocks of 

Kuskokwim group consist mainly of graywacke, shale and conglomer- 

ate. This group of strata includes ages ranging in age from late 

Early Cretaceous to middle Late Cretaceous. Horizontal basalt flows 

of late Tertiary and Quaternary age compose the youngest bed rock 

formation in the region. Thick deposits of unconsolidated material 



including glacier deposited silt, sand and gravel cover much of the 

Yukon-Kuskokwim lowland. 

The bedded rocks of the area are intruded by many kinds of 

igneous rocks ranging from rhyolite to dunite. Most of the igneous 

rocks are granitic. These rocks intrude sedimentary rocks as young 

as middle to Late Cretaceous. 

The principal folds and faults trend northeastward. The trace 

of many of the faults is marked in the topography by escarpments or 

valleys. Some of these are believed to be still active and majority 

of them are vertical although there may have been some lateral 

movement. Convincing evidences are present for right lateral strike 

slip fault movements, and these are as great as 145-153 km (90-95 

miles). Recent detailed mapping by Box (1982, 83, 85) along a 

coastal transect reveals a geologic history of terranes of the 

northern Bristol Bay region. These terranes, from southeast to 

northwest, are the Togiak, Goodnews, Kilbuck, and Nyack terranes. 

They indicate that episodic magmatism and accretion took place 

across an intra-oceanic volcanic arc complex culminating in arc- 

continent collision and post-collisional strike slip faulting. 



V.3 INTERPRETATION 

V.3.1 General 

The primary objectives of the aeromagnetic data interpretation 

presented here were to delineate the depth to and configuration of 

the magnetic basement surface and related structures which could be 

pertinent in terms of hydrocarbon accumulations and related 

exploration objectives and priorities and to identify additional 

structural information within the area pertinent to other, possibly 

more shallow, potential hydrocarbon targets. To this end, the 

magnetic data were interpreted through a qualitative review of the 

total field magnetic contour map, Bouguer gravity, shadow map of 

total magnetic field, and a more quantitative analysis of these 

data by means of W-S" (Aero Multiple Anomaly parameter-Section) 

deconvolution profiles (one for each flight line of data) and other 

methods. 2%-D forward modeling studies utilizing Bouguer gravity 

and total field magnetics are also used in the quantitative 

interpretation. Additional input included published geologic 

information, well data and other available geophysical data. 

The interpretation is presented at a scale of 1:125,000. 

Displayed on the interpretation sheet are basement depth calcula- 

tions graded as to their- degree of reliability, contours of the 

interpreted basement surface with reference to sea level at a 2000 

feet interval, additional depths to other magnetic sources (in 

parentheses) and to the volcanic horizon (in circles) bath more 

shallow than the basement surface, other shallow sources inter- 

preted to be at or near sea level (SL) or the topographic surface 

(S) , cultural sources (C) and the interpreted axes of basement high 
(A-) and low (S-) structures. Also shown on the interpretation 

overlays are intrusive bodies (I-), dikes (D-), faults (F-), and 

areas of possible structural disturbance (SD-) within the sedimen- 

tary section. Those faults delineated by a solid line are based on 

linear sets of consistent AMAP-S" edge-type source body solutions 

and/or prominent magnetic gradients while those delineated by a 

dashed line represent inferred faults in areas where steep 

structural contours would otherwise be required and/or in areas 

along steep linear gradients as seen on the total field magnetic 



map. Additional faults have been identified and drawn based on 

subtle anomalies seen on the color shadow map. Note that displace- 

ments across interpreted faults., where shown, do not necessarily 

imply normal faulting. All interpreted features shown on the 

interpretation maps have been numbered for easy reference. 

Magnetic anomalies can be produced by a number of causative 

features such as lithology changes, variations in the thickness of 

magnetic units, faulting, folding, and topographic relief. A 

significant amount of information can, at times, be obtained from 

a qualitative review of the residual total magnetic field anomaly 

maps. Magnetic anomaly wave number can often be related to the 

depth of anomalous sources from the magnetic sensor. Given the 

same rock type (equivalent susceptibilities), shallow sources 

produce higher wave number anomalies while deeper sources yield 

broader anomalies. At the same time, variations in the relative 

magnetic base level can be indicative of regional or sub-regional 

variations in basement lithology. Also, the analysis of properly 

designed residual maps in areas of known or suspected basement 

structural tendencies, can be of great value in recognizing and 

mapping more subtle targeted structures. 

Magnetic data can be analyzed in a number of ways by computer 

to yield source body parameters quickly and accurately. AMAP-srn 
profiles, one such method utilizing Werner deconvolution based 

algorithms (Werner, 1953) form a rigorous, iterative, two-dimen- 

sional inversion technique which eliminates interference from 

adjoining, often overprinted, anomalies and computes the horizontal 

and vertical positions of magnetic sources as well as their dip and 

susceptibility. Analysis of the total field magnetic data, 

corrected for regional field variations, yields these parameters 

for thin, sheet-like bodies such as dikes, sills, intruded fault 

zones, and basement plates of minor relief compared to the source- 

sensor separation distance. Analysis of the horizontal gradient 

data (computed from the total field magnetics) yields similar 

parameters for geologic interface type features such as dipping 

contacts, edges of prismatic bodies, major faults, and slope 

changes of the basement surface. Sample spacings between adjacent 



data points to be used in each of the six passes of the operator as 

well as the choice of optional filter types and interference 

operators to be applied to the data are selected by the interpreter 

to extract the maximum amount of information possible for any given 

geologic province and structural environment. Each pass over the 

data subtends a larger along line distance thereby yielding 

solutions for progressively deeper magnetic sources. When applied 

to adequately sensitive data, this technique can identify and 

resolve very subtle anomalies and yield a significant amount of 

information. AMAP-sTM profiles and the Werner deconvolution method 

are more comprehensively discussed in Itunderstanding and Use of 

Werner Deconvolution in Aeromagnetic Interpretationw (GEONEX Aero 

Service, 1993) which has been provided under separate cover. In 

areas where A=-S" profiles failed to yield depth solutions, 

manual techniques, such as Peter's half maximum slope, or the 

Vacquier technique, were attempted to established source depths. 

It is then for the interpreter to analyze the total set of source 

depths, accept or reject solutions based on their consistency, and 

apply any known geologic constraints to the interpretation. 
AMAP-T~ (Aero Multiple Anomaly Parameter-Test) profiles , the 

result of a combined forward and inverse modeling technique, are 

used to aid in the interpretation of the Z4.MAP-sTM profiles. AMAP- 

T~ profiles are examples of Werner deconvolution applied to 

"artificialM magnetic anomalies calculated from a synthetic two- 

dimensional basement configuration model, the cross section of 

which is shown along the lower portion of the profiles. The 

anomalies were calculated, using a variation of the algorithms 

published by Talwani and Heirtzler (1964), for the magnetic 

inclination, declination, and average total magnetic field of the 

survey area. Profiles were generated for both of the flight line 

directions used in the survey. The calculated anomaly data were 

set up in a form consistent with that recorded aboard the aircraft. 

These synthetic, but real-looking, data were then analyzed by the 

Werner deconvolution algorithms. The calculated depths, dips, and 

susceptibilities are plotted beneaththe magnetic data and superim- 



posed on the basement model. AMAP-TTM profiles are useful in 

determining both the correct total intensity and horizontal 

gradient anomaly shapes for a *given model at a given magnetic 

inclination and declination and for identifying proper or ideal 

Werner inversion solutions for these sources. As such, they form 

a valuable tool for the recognition of the proper geologic model 

which is the correct source for each of the observed magnetic 

anomalies in the interpretation of AMAP-sTM profiles. The AMAP-TTM 

profiles generated for use in this interpretation are included in 

the AMAP-sTM profile delivery. 



V.3.2 Analysis of the Total Field Magnetics Map 

The high resolution aeromagnetic data over the survey area 

were obtained at a constant terrain clearance of 300 feet (91 

meters) utilizing a high sensitivity split beam cesium vapor 

magnetometer in an onboard Itailstingerg installation. The raw 

field data, in digital form, were subsequently edited, corrected 

for earth's field regional variations and diurnal variations, 

adjusted to remove datum level differences, gridded and contoured. 

The data are presented in color with a line contour overlay with a 

contour interval of 2 nT with supplemental 10 nT contour intervals 

included for map clarity. The black and white total field magnetic 

map also has been generated over a topographic base. The basic 

contour interval used for this map is 5 nT, and this is increased 

to 25 or 125 nT where required for map clarity. The data are also 

presented in the shadow map form utilizing various illuminated 

angles. These angles intensify and better reveal subtle trends 

perpendicular to these illumination azimuths. These maps are used 

for the generation of interpretation map. The image generated with 

the sun angle declination and inclination values of 235O and 30" 

respectively, is included in the delivery list. 

The maximum variation of the magnetic field seen on the total 

field magnetic map over the survey area is approximately 1240 nT, 

ranging from 53403 nT to 54643 nT. However the general or average 

magnetic level varies between 53800 nT and 54200 nT over the 

majority of the area. The major magnetic low is recorded in the 

southeastern portion of the survey area and the primary magnetic 

high is recorded in the northeastern portion of the survey area 

where the thick accumulation of volcanic and intrusive rocks exist. 

In general most of the prominent higher amplitude anomalies 

(100 nT or more) are related to shallow intrusive bodies and 

volcanics while other anomalies associated with magnetic basement 

are on the order of 100 nT or less. 

The prominent orientations of magnetic trends are in a north 

northeast direction. However expressions of north - south and 
northeast-southwest trends are also significant. 

In general, the magnetic anomalies can be divided into three 



categories on the basis of their wavelength and the reciprocal 

frequency or wavenumber (low, medium and high). On the average, low 

wave number anomalies have half wavelengths(peak to trough 

distances) of greater than 20,000 feet (approximately 6 kilome- 

ters), medium wavenumber anomalies exhibit half wavelengths on the 

order of 5,000 feet to 20,000 feet and high wavenumber anomalies 

have half wavelengths less than 5,000 feet. 

Characteristically, low wavenumber anomalies are related to 

the basement, medium wavenumber anomalies are related to intrusives 

and basement, and high wavenumber anomalies are related to volcanic 

rocks, intrusive rocks and other shallow geologic sources. 

Many of the high wavenumber and medium wavenumber anomalies 

are from circular (plug-like) to linear in shape. Typically, 

anomalies related to individual intrusive plug-like bodies would be 

circular to nearly circular in shape. Given the magnetic inclina- 

tion and declination of the area, normally polarized intrusives 

will yield anomaly highs while reversely polarized intrusives yield 

anomaly lows. Alternatively these circular or nearly circular 

magnetic lows may represent the low susceptibility intrusive rocks 

in relation to the surrounding rocks. It should be noted in passing 

that there are many more possible intrusive bodies within the 

survey area than have been delineated on thk interpretation map. 

Many were not shown especially in the volcanic regions that are 

associated with the significant magnetic anomaly highs and-lows to 

avoid excessive clutter on the interpretation map. 

Basement, for the most part, appears to be weakly magnetic 

(generally 400 x 10" to 1200 x 10" cgs units) as derived through 

A M A P - S ~ ~  analysis and 2%-D forward model studies. 

Based on the wavelengths, amplitudes and characteristic 

patterns of the anomalies, an inspection of the total field 

magnetic map suggests the following points: 

1. High wavenumber and high amplitude anomalies are predomi- 

nant at several locations of the map. 

2. The presence of deep basement in the southwest, central and 

north northeastern portion of the survey area. 

3. Approximately north-south and northeast-southwest trending 



fault systems. 

4. Intrusive bodies are distributed throughout the survey area 

and are often recognizable by their high amplitudes and distinct 

circular patterns as seen on the total field magnetic map. 

5. Volcanic and intrusive zones are predominant on the eastern 

portion of the survey area. 

Anomalies trends are separated by strong magnetic gradients at 

several locations on the magnetic data map and they are predominant 

on the eastern portion of the map. Magnetic variations across these . 

gradients are in the order of 110 nT or more. Some of these 

magnetic gradients may represent lithologic variations, while 

others may be related to major discontinuities in the structural 

trends. Some of the gradients having a low magnetic variation may 

represent contacts or faults within the sedimentary section. For 

example, the bending of the total field magnetic contours in the 

vicinity of 60°N;1620W may be related to the fault within the 

sedimentary section and this is presented as F-33 on the interpre- 

tation map. Several other sectional faults have been mapped based 

on the continuities of weakly magnetic sources as well as the 

lineations appearing on the shadow maps. The limit of shallow 

volcanic rocks and the locations of intrusive rocks, are, in 

general, clearly represented by the magnetic data. 

The shallow volcanic horizon with intrusives is juxtaposed 

against the deep basement all along the eastern portion of the map. 

This boundary indicates in general the low wavenumber or long 

wavelength anomalies are on the west and high to medium wavenumber 

anomalies are on the east. 

A comparison study of the total field magnetic map and the 

Bouguer gravity anomaly map (merged proprietary and DMA Bouguer 

gravity, 1: 500,000) reveals that the identity of volcanic zones and 

intrusive zones are conspicuous only on the total field magnetic 

map. That the high frequency content is absent in the Bouguer 

gravity map is probably due to the lower density of station 

coverage or that a significant amount of filtering might have been 

involved in the generation of this map. A broad Bouguer gravity 

wavelength component with Bouguer gravity high trend (>25 mGal) 



corresponds to the broad magnetic low in the southern portion of 

the magnetic map. 

There is a reasonable correlation between these two maps in 

relation to the anomaly trends. Broad magnetic highs in the 

northern (61°N;1620W) and northeastern (60°45tN;161020tW) portions 

of the area correspond to the Bouguer gravity high trends. In the 

southern portion of the map, this correlation conflicts and the 

Bouguer gravity high (>25 mGal) corresponds to the magnetic low. 

' The estimated magnetic basement depth exceeds 28,000 feet bsl at 

this location, and it is more likely that the thick sedimentary 

section may give rise to the Bouguer gravity high. Another 

interesting feature is that the locations of certain volcanic zones 

are very well correlated with the relatively high gradients on the 

Bouguer gravity map. These are evident particularly at eastern 

(60°27tN;1610501W), (60°42tN;161040tW), and~entral(60~40~N;162~W) 

portions of survey area. 



V.3.5 Discussion of the Interpretation Map 

The magnetic interpretation map displays several interpreted 

structural features, including faults, structural highs and lows, 

dikes, volcanic and intrusive zones, and structural disturbances. 

These features are based upon the total field magnetic map, shadow 

map, Bouguer gravity map, AMAP-S~~ profiles and other available 

geologic and geophysical information. The orientation of the major 

basement structures were drawn so as to reflect the major magnetic 

trends, consistent with the structural configurations modeled on 

AMAP-T~ profiles. 

Major structural trends are in a north northeast-south south- 

west direction. However other structural trends in north-south and 

northeast-southwest directions are also significant. 

Depths to the magnetic basement surface, in general, vary from 

14,000 feet to 28,000 feet below sea level (bsl). Significant 

accumulation of sediments have been mapped in places and these 

grabens exceed 20,000 feet bsl. These are S-1(>24,000 feet bsl) , S- 
3 (>26,000 feet bsl) , S-4 (>26000 feet bsl) , and S-5 (>28,000 feet 

bsl). It is possible that the areas of S-3, S-4 and the area in 

between these two structures may comprise a major structural low 

and that the area in between might be filled with the volcanics. 

The only well drilled in the study area is Napatuk Creek #l. 

Precretaceous sediments are encountered at the bottom of this well 

at a depth of 14910 feet. The estimated depth to the magnetic 

basement from this interpretation at this location is more than 

26,000 feet which implies that at least 11,000 feet thickness of 

sediments exist beneath this well. 

In general the southwestern and southern portions of the 

survey area represent the deepest basement and these areas are 

relatively free from volcanics and intrusives. The eastern and 

central portions of the map are dominated by volcanics and 

intrusives. The area comprised of structural low S-2 is believed to 

be overlain by a thin layer of volcanics, atleast in comparison 

with the surrounding thick volcanic zone. 

Structural high A-1 corresponds to a broad magnetic high on 

the total field map with an approximate orientation in a north 



northwest-south southeast direction. This structural trend is 

terminated on the east by a fault F-12, which is downfaulted to the 

west. Structural high A-1 may be as shallow as 21000 feet bsl. It 

is bounded by faults F-14 and F-15 which are down to the northeast 

and south respectively. Two intrusive zones 1-17 and 1-18 have been 

mapped in this region. These are believed to be reversely polarized 

intrusives. It appears that this region forms an uplifted basement 

block (A-1) with bounding faults F-14 and F-15 and terminated by 

fault F-12.. This area might be worth considering for potential oil 

and gas traps along the fault zones, and structural traps if other 

favorable geologic conditions exist. 

Three positive structures A-2, A-3, and A-4 have been mapped 

along the eastern portion of the survey area and adjacent to mapped 

volcanic horizon. In general, the basement depths vary from 14,000 

feet bsl to deeper than 20,000 feet bsl along these structures. 

This structural trend appears to be very disturbed by faulting(F- 

11, F-12, F-13, and F-16). These faults are primarily down to the 

west and down to the south. The displacement of basement along 

these faults exceeds 4,000 feet to 8,000 feet. A thick volcanic 

horizon is mapped to the east of this structural trend (A-2, A-3 

and A-4). 2%-D forward modeling studies along profiles A-At, B-Bt 

and C-Ct indicate that the thickness of volcanics might be in the 

range of 2000-4000 feet in this region. 

Four (4) dikes, D-1 through D-4, have been mapped and-all are 

within the interpreted volcanic horizon except D-1. The general 

depth range of these dikes is 1,200 to 2,000 feet bsl. As these 

values are presented within the parentheses, it implies that the 

dikes are not within the basement complex but are in the sedimenta- 

ry section. 

Several intrusive zones and volcanic horizons have been 

mapped. The magnetic signatures of these geologic bodies are well 

represented on the total field map. The limit of shallow volcanic 

rocks is, in general, clearly represented by the magnetic data. The 

boundaries of volcanic horizons are drawn and presented on the 

interpretation map. Several sedimentary structures may exist on the 

deformed volcanic rocks. It appears that the volcanic rocks are 



faulted and tilted. 

A number of intrusive zones, twenty-five in all, have been 

mapped. Several more intrusives.may exist than those shown on the 

interpretation map. These are identified and interpreted as 

intrusives based on the shapes and amplitudes of the anomaly 

patterns. Anomalous magnetic highs are identified as normally 

polarized intrusive bodies, and anomalous magnetic lows are 

represented by reversely polarized bodies. An interesting observa- 

tion is that the majority of the reversely polarized intrusives are 

located in the western half of the map. The eastern half of the map 

is conversely dominated by volcanics and normally polarized bodies. 

The different polarities of these bodies may indicate that they 

might have evolved in two different geologic ages. The reversely 

polarized intrusives are located in the area where thick sedimenta- 

ry accumulations exist. Faults F-11, F-12 and F-13 and the boundary 

of intrusive 1-3 may represent a major structural and/or lithologic 

transition zone within the basement. 

In general, the basement shallows to the northern and eastern 

portions of the survey area, and significant accumulations of 

sediments have been mapped in the southern, central and northeast- 

ern portions of the survey, an area which is approximately covered 

by the S-3 through S-5 structures. 

Mapped faults are dominately along north-south and northeast- 

southwest trends although other trends such as west northwest-east 

southeast and east-west are also present. The majority of these are 

down to the south and down to the west faults. The basement 

displacements along these faults are greater than 8,000 feet in 

some cases. The majority of these faults are drawn based on the 

line to line continuity of total field data and AMAP-sm" solutions 

for magnetic sources. A few of them are based on the lineations 

from shadow maps. 

There are a number of weak to very weak anomalies throughout the 

area which can often be representative of structural disturbances, 

especially when the computed depths to source are within the 

interpreted sedimentary section. Structural disturbances, in 

general, are believed to represent sedimentary structures such as 



minor uplifts, reefs, sand lenses, or domes which may be prospec- 

tive in terms of hydrocarbon accumulations. The amplitudes of the 

associated anomalies are generally too low to be attributed to 

igneous sources within the section. Most of these types of 

anomalies within the survey area are very subtle and can only be 

seen on the AMAP-S~~ profiles. 

Generally deconvolution depth solutions related to a structur- 

al disturbance encircle an area of limited extent, rather than 

correlate with a linear'feature. Structural disturbances can also 

be recognized quite often in low amplitude perturbations in the 

magnetic data contour maps even though there are no accompanying 

sectional depth solutions on the AMAP-S" profiles. There are a 

number of anomalies within this survey area which may be related to 

structural disturbances and more may exist than those shown on the 

interpretation map. It is, at times, not possible to determine the 

exact outlines of the causative sources due to the overprinting of 

multiple sedimentary sources, possibly at differing levels, within 

the section. 

Four structural disturbances SD-1 through SD-4 have been 

mapped. SD-1 is located at a depth range of 3000-4000 feet bsl and 

is based on a weakly magnetic anomaly. This might be a favorable 

location for structural/stratigraphic traps since this is located 

at the intersection of faults F-34 and F-36. 

SD-2 is located at a depth range of 5200-5600 feet bsl. This 

area is relatively free from volcanics, and it is mapped from the 

weakly magnetic sources. SD-3 is located at the intersection of 

faults F-12, F-15, F-19, F-33 and intrusive 1-14. Fault F-33 

corresponds to the weakly magnetic sources having line to line 

continuity. SD-4 is a deep seated structural disturbance and 

magnetic source depths are at 16000-16600 feet bsl. This is mapped 

at the base of the synclinal structure S-1. This corresponds to 

magnetic low on the total field map. 

A comparison with the interpretation map generated by Earthfi- 

eld Technology Inc indicates that the general depth range to the 

magnetic basement from the interpretation is in good agreement. 

However the orientation of the structural trends are deviated. The 



location of the faults, intrusive zones and the boundaries of 

volcanic horizons are significantly different, as expected since 

the newly acquired data has a higher resolution as well as a closer 

line spacing. 



V.3.6 Two and One-half Dimensional Model Studies 

Subsequent to the completion of the formal AMAP-S~~ based 

interpretation, a series of twd and one-half dimensional (2 &%-D) 

forward models were generated to test the validity of the interpre- 

tation and to further define the nature of the southeastern margin 

of the basin. The model profile locations fall along survey flight 

lines 10670 (A-At), 11130 (B-Bt) and 80040/41 (C-Ct). These utilize 

both the aeromagnetic data recorded along these lines and Bouguer 

gravity data provided by the Division of Geological & Geophysical 

Surveys (nBouguer gravity, Yukon-Kuskokwim delta area, scale 

1:192,000tt and "Merged Proprietary and DMA Bouguer Gravity, scale 

1:500,000n). 

The primary objective of 2&+-~ forward modeling is to define 

magnetic and/or gravity anomaly source body parameters. The 

technique uses a Talwani-based interpretative algorithm (Talwani, 

1965 and 1973 and Talwani and Heirtzler, 1964) with added provi- 

sions for source bodies of finite half-width (Rasmussen and 

Pedersen, 1979). The interpreter constructs each 2&$-~ profile 

model normal to strike as a series of elongate polygonal cross 

sections defined by size, shape, depth, along line position, 

half-width(s), and the associated susceptibility and density 

contrasts. The half-width parameter may be symmetric or asymmetric 

and individual polygons may be other than normal to the strike of 

the profile. The data observation level(s), profile azimuth, and 

the magnetic field strength and orientation vectors are also 

included in the computations. Once the initial model is construct- 

ed, the resultant magnetic and gravity anomaly curves are computed 
and visually compared to the observed anomaly curves on a high 

resolution graphics screen. Modeling continues in an iterative and 

interactive fashion with the interpreter modifying source body 

configurations and/or susceptibilities and densities after each 

computation until a "best fittt is obtained between the observed and 

calculated data curves of the model profile. 

The non-unique nature of potential field data means that for 

any given observed anomaly, there are multiple source body models 

which can yield matching computed curves. As such, the confidence 



level in the resultant geologic model is dependent not only upon 

the degree of forward model fit but also upon the quality and 

quantity of geologic and geophysical constraints employed during 

the modeling. Such constraints often include, for example, control 

from well logs, seismic sections, correlations to surface geology, 

sampled susceptibilities and densities, isopach maps, and others. 

Concurrent integrated modeling of both magnetic and gravity data, 

together, often times helps to eliminate some ambiguity as can the 

inclusion of multiple intersections within a network of individual 

models. The models completed as part of this project were 

originally constructed and constrained based on the results of the 

present interpretation and related AMAP-S" depth solutions and 

susceptibility contrast estimates. Construction of the initial 

models based upon seismic sections would always be ideal and would 

yield improved results in the model studies as the observed gravity 

data is strongly dependent on the density contrasts between the 

various sedimentary units. Unfortunately, in the present study, the 

quality of the available seismic sections is very poor and these 

could not be used to identify any marker horizons which could be 

digitized and incorporated into the models. 

A series of figures, showing each model, are included herein 

as Figures 3 through 5. These figures display the configuration of 

the individual source bodies in the lower portion of the plot while 

the middle and upper portions display the observed and calculated 

magnetic and gravity data curves respectively. Tables listing the 

pertinent parameters for each source body are also included. Note 

that the half width parameters are negative ( -  for source body 

strike lengths into (away from the viewer) the plane of the profile 

and positive (+) for strike lengths out of (towards the viewer) 

this plane. The basement densities used in these models were 

constrained to be within the density ranges for schists and 

gneissic rocks as given in such sources as Dobrin (1976) and 

Telford et a1 (1976) while the susceptibilities used represent 

averages as determined in the AMAP-S" analysis of the total 

magnetic intensity data. 

Figure 3 shows the results of model profile A-A' constructed 



for these investigations along survey line 10670. The magnetic data 

were extracted from the compilation database at a sample spacing of 

121.5 meters while the gravity data were digitized off of the above 

referenced maps at a 1,000 meter spacing. The configuration of the 

basement surface (source bodies B1 through B6) follows exactly that 

of the aeromagnetic interpretation. RP1 and RP2 correspond to 

intrusive bodies 1-15 and 1-12 as shown on the interpretation map. 

The offline intrusive body (OLB) is included here to account for 

the magnetic effects of interpreted intrusive I-16,lscated to the 

north of this profile. The density of this body was set to equal 

that of the sediments as there is no apparent gravity signature. 

All three of these model source bodies are characterized by reverse 

magnetic polarization as indicated by their negative susceptibility 

values. The sill and four volcanic source bodies were included to 

account for the high frequency anomalies along the southeastern 

portion of the profile. 

Basement has been divided into three susceptibility blocks 

based on the magnetic data: a block having a susceptibility of 

0.000800 cgs along the northwestern portion of the model (bodies 

B1, B2 and B3), a block having a susceptibility of 0.000580 in the 

center (bodies B4 and B5), and a block along the southeast (body 

B6) having a susceptibility of 0.000900. Two major basement 

structures have been incorporated into this model. The first is the 

near vertical fault separating bodies B4 and B5. Displacement here 

is approximately 5,500 feet. The second is the tilted contact 

between bodies B5 and B6. This is thought to be a thrust related 

feature wherein B5 originally overrode B6 and was then eroded to 

form the gentle basement rise. 

While not readily apparent on the total field magnetic contour 

map, the anomaly associated with the sill is more easily recognized 

along this profile. This sill has a somewhat limited total width, 

as modeled, of 3.5 kilometers (approximately 11.5 kilofeet) in 

comparison to the survey flight line spacing and its subtle 
TM magnetic expression can only be seen on AMAPS- lines 10670, 

10680, 10690 and perhaps 10700. 

The fit of the calculated to observed magnetic curves is very 
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good with a few exceptions. There is a plus 10 nT misfit over the 

area where bodies B4 and B5 adjoin. This misfit cannot be improved 

through adjustments to either the configurations or the suscepti- 

bilities of these bodies suggesting that its source is not basement 

related but rather that it may be associated with a weakly magnetic 

unit in the sedimentary section. The minus 10 nT misfit in the area 

of RP2 suggests the possible presence of a thin, shallow unit of 

tuffaceous material immediately adjacent to RP2. Lastly, there are 

localized 2 to 7 nT misfits over the volcanic units. These are not 

readily apparent at the scale of the model profile. The high 

frequency appearance of these misfits indicates that the structure 

of the volcanics in this area is more complex than that which could 

be incorporated into the model. 

A first order fit of the calculated to observed gravity traces 

has been obtained through varying the densities within the six 

basement source bodies. The misfit of the two curves here is 

thought to be, to a large extent, attributable to the relatively 

wide spacing and reconnaissance nature of these data. This is 

especially true along the southeastern portion of the model profile 

where areally small and structurally complex volcanic units exist 

which are not reflected in the observed data. Furthermore, the lack 

of knowledge in regard to sedimentary sequences and densities, and 

the inability to included this information in not only this model 

but the other models as well, has also contributed to the misf it of 

the gravity curves. Density contrasts within the section can often 

be more significant than the contrast between the sediments and 

basement. As such, the actual physical sources of the observed 

gravity anomalies remain unknown leading to uncertainty in the 

validity of the modeled gravity data. More detailed gravity 

coverage, especially over the southeastern portion of the survey 

area, and better information in regard to structural and density 

constraints within the section would both serve to improve the 

results of the gravity models and the overall significance of this 

interpretation. 

Figure 4 shows the results of model profile B-B' constructed 

along survey line 11130. The magnetic data were extracted from the 
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compilation database at a sample spacing of 103.25 meters while the 

gravity data were digitized at a 1,000 meter spacing. The configu- 

ration of the basement surface (source bodies B1 through B4) 

follows exactly that of the aeromagnetic interpretation. NP1 

corresponds to intrusive body 1-22 and ND1 corresponds to dike D-4 

as shown on the interpretation map. The two volcanic source bodies 

were included to account for the high frequency, low amplitude 

anomalies along this portion of the profile. The magnetic responses 

of the volcanics, intrusive and dike are by far the dominant 

features on an otherwise subdued magnetic field. There is little, 

if any, indication in these data to suggest significant basement 

rises or other structures here. 

The fit of the calculated to observed magnetic curves is again 

good with a few exceptions. There is an approximately minus 20 nT 

misf it over a portion of body B2. This misfit could be corrected 

through the inclusion of a basement high reaching up to approxi- 

mately 18,500 feet in the area located between 13 and 17 kilometers 

along the profile. However the inclusion of this high would 

introduce more than 5 mGal of error in the gravity curve. Again, 
there are localized 2 to 10 nT misfits over the volcanic units, the 

intrusive and the dike and, again, the high frequency nature of 
these misfits indicates that the structure of these igneous units 

is more complex than that which could be incorporated into the 
model. 

A first order fit of the calculated to observed gravity traces 

has been obtained through varying the densities of the four 

basement source bodies. The misfit of the two curves is again 

thought to be, for the most part, attributable to both the 

relatively wide spacing and reconnaissance nature of these data and 

the lack of constraining information in regard to sedimentary 

horizons and densities. This is especially true along the south- 

eastern portion of the model profile over the DMA gravity data 
where the structurally complex volcanic units, the intrusive and 

the dike exist but are not reflected in the observed data. 

Figure 5 shows the results of model profile C-C' constructed 

along survey line 11130 to tie together and test the validity of 
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the A-At and B-B models. The magnetic data were extracted from the 

compilation database at a sample spacing of 200.0 meters while the 

gravity data were digitized at a. 1,000 meter spacing. The conf igu- 

ration of the basement surface again follows exactly that of the 

aeromagnetic interpretation. The off line body (OLB), the plug 

(RP3) and the intrusive body (INT) all fall within the area of I3 

on the interpretation map. The volcanic unit (VOLCS) , itself an off 
line body, correlates with the interpreted volcanic zone located 

approximately two kilometers to the west of this model profile. 

Here again, the density of the off line body and the volcanic unit 

were set to equal that of the sediments as there is no apparent 

gravity signature for these. 

The inclusion of the five basement blocks, each having 

individual susceptibilities within the range from 0.000580 to 

0.000800 cgs, suggests subtle variations in basement composition 

across the survey area. 

The slight misfit between the observed and calculated magnetic 

curves in the area of the intrusive body (INT) indicates a more 

complicated structure along the upper surface of this body than 

could be shown here. 

A first order fit of the calculated to observed gravity traces 

was obtained by dividing the magnetically interpreted basement 

surface into three density blocks: B1 at 2.67 m~a'l, B2, B3 and B4 

at 2.60 mGal and B5 at 2.61 mGal. The misfit of the two curves is 

again thought to be, in part, attributable to both the relatively 

wide spacing and reconnaissance nature of these data and the lack 

of constraining information in regard to sedimentary horizons and 

densities. Also, the model profile in the area between 34 and 68 

kilometers parallels a rather pronounced gravity gradient indicat- 

ing possible structural offsets in the plane of the model. The fit 

of the two curves would be improved over the northeastern portion 

of B3 if the basement rise there was eliminated. Also, the fit 

would be improved along the northeastern end of the profile if the 

intrusive (INT) was extended further to the northeast. However,.the 

position of the northeastern edge of this body was determined from 

the aeromagnetic data which are thought to be more accurate. 



V.4 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The basic objectives of this survey were to obtain subsurface 

geological information within bhe designated project area in as 

much detail as possible, in order to provide a basis for the 

assessment of potential natural gas resources within this region 

and to guide and assist in the planning of follow-on exploration 

efforts in selected localities. The specific objective of the 

aeromagnetic data interpretation was to establish the depth to and 

structural configuration of the magnetic basement surface beneath 

the survey area and to identify additional magnetic sources and 

possible structures within the sedimentary section, thereby 

delineating prospective areas for potential hydrocarbon accumula- 

tions. 

The total field magnetics map, on a topographic base, was 

digitally compiled at a scale of 1:125,000 with a five (5) nT 

contour interval with the contour interval increased to twenty-five 

(25) and one hundred and twenty-five (125) nT wherever necessary 

for clarity within the mapped data. A color contour map of the 

total field magnetics and a color shadow map of these data, both on 

a section grid base, were also produced at a scale of 1:125,000. 

The color contour map has a basic contour interval of two (2) nT 

with this interval increased to ten (10) and fifty (50) nT wherever 

necessary for clarity within the mapped data. 

The data were interpreted through a qualitative review of the 

line contour, color contour and shadow maps of total field 

magnetics and a quantitative analysis of the total field magnetics 

and computed horizontal gradient data by means of AMAP-srn (Werner 

deconvolution) profile analysis. Two and one-half dimensional (2%- 

D) integrated gravity and magnetic forward models were also 

constructed along selected profiles to test the validity of the 

interpretation. The aeromagnetic structural interpretation is 

presented at a scale of 1:125,000. 

The maximum variation of the magnetic field seen on the total 

field magnetic map over the survey area is approximately 1240 nT, 

ranging from 53403 nT to 54643 nT. However the general or average 

magnetic level varies between 53800 nT and 54200 nT over the 



majority of the area. The primary magnetic low is recorded in the 

southeastern portion of the survey area and the major magnetic high 

is recorded in the northeastern.portion of the survey area where 

the thick accumulation of volcanic and intrusive rocks exist. 

The prominent orientations of magnetic trends are in a north 

northeast direction. However expressions of north - south and 
northeast-southwest trends are also significant. In general, 

interpreted structural trends are in correspondence with the 

magnetic trends. The orientation of the major .basement structures 

were drawn so as to reflect the major magnetic trends while 

maintaining consistency with the structural configurations modeled 

on the AMAP-T~ profiles. 

The basement is metamorphic consisting of metasedimentary and 

metaigneous rocks. Basement, for the most part, appears to be 

weakly magnetic and the susceptibility of the basement rocks is, in 

general, 400 x 10" to 1200 x 10" cgs units as derived through 

A M A P - S ~ ~  analysis and 23j-~ forward model studies. The susceptibili- 

ty values for volcanic rocks and intrusives are in the 500-2000 x 

cgs units range. 

In general, the low wavenumber which have half wavelengths 

(peak to trough distances) longer than 20,000 feet are related to 

the magnetic basement, medium wavenumber anomalies which have half 

wavelengths of 5,000 feet to 20,000 feet are related primarily to 

the basement as well as sources related to intrusives, and high 

wavenumber anomalies are related to intrusives, volcanic rocks and 

other shallow geologic sources. 

The objectives of the interpretation have been fulfilled to a 

great extent in mapping the structural configuration of the 

basement as well as mapping the locations of intrusive bodies and 

volcanic horizons. Several faults have been mapped within the 

sedimentary section. The majority of the information shown on the 

interpretation map is related to basement structural configuration 

and major intrusive and volcanic horizons. Subtle magnetic 

variations within the sedimentary section may be obtained by 

generating residual maps at selected locations especially in the 

southern and southwestern portion of the survey area, where a thick 



sedimentary section exists which is a relatively free from 

volcanics and the intrusive bodies. 

Depths to the magnetic basement surface, in general, vary from 

14,000 feet to 28,000 feet below sea level. In general the 

southwestern and southern portions of the survey area represent the 

deepest basement and this area is relatively free from volcanics 

and intrusives. The eastern and central portions of the map are 

dominated by volcanics and intrusives. 

A number of individual structures are outlined on the 

interpretation map. These include five (5) structures of positive 

relief such as basement highs or horsts, five (5) structural lows 

or grabens, thirty five (35) faults, twenty five (25) intrusives, 

four (4) dikes, and four (4) structural disturbances. 

Positive structural features form favorable targets in terms 

of potential hydrocarbon accumulations and, as such, warrant 

further geophysical evaluations. First priority targets include A- 

1, and A-2. These features may point to zones worthy of additional 

exploration wherever these features individually fall within the 

prospective depth range and stratigraphic interval for hydrocarbon 

accumulations. 
Several significant accumulation of sediments have been mapped 

with all of the grabens exceeding 20,000 feet bsl. These are S- 

1(>24,000 feet bsl), S-3(>26,000 feet bsl), S-4(>26000 feet bsl), 

and S-5 (>28,000 feet bsl) . 
North-south, northeast-southwest fault trends are 

prominent on the interpretation map. Other significant trends are 

in west northwest-east southeast and east-west directions. The 

majority of these faults represent discontinuities of basement 

structures or structural trends as well as displacements of the 

basement depths across to them. A few of these may represent 

lithologic changes resulting in susceptibility variations between 

basement rock units. For example, F-11, F-12 and F-13 may represent 

a lithologic transition zone within the basement. The majority of 

the faults are down to the south or down to the west faults. The 

mapped basement displacements along these faults are as great as 

8,000 feet (F-12). Several of the mapped faults truncate or 



intersect structural features (ex: F-7, F - 1  and F-12) and may 

provide structural or stratigraphic trapping mechanisms and thereby 

form prospective targets. The faulted margins of the graben like 

features and the regions of major discontinuities of structures are 

thought to form targets to be explored for hydrocarbon entrapment. 

On a priority basis these include, F-12, F-13, F-14, F-15, F-18 and 

F-19. 

Twenty five (25) intrusive bodies have been interpreted within 

the survey area. These intrusives have been related to either 

normal or reverse magnetic polarization. This may be an indication 

that these are related to different ages of emplacement. If they 

all belong to the same geologic age, the intrusives associated with 

remanence(reverse polarization) may have special significance. It 

is observed that majority of the reversely polarized intrusives are 

located in the western half of the map. The eastern half of the map 

is conversely dominated by volcanics and normally polarized bodies. 

The reversely polarized intrusives are located in the area where 

thick sedimentary accumulations exist. 

Four (4) dikes have been interpreted within the survey area. 

These are based primarily on strong, linear and narrow magnetic 

highs in conjunction with consistent reliable thin-sheet source 

body solutions on the A M A P - S ~  profiles crossing these dikes. 

Four (4) structural disturbances have been mapped in this 

area. These form an additional class of subtle structures-located 

within the sedimentary section above basement which may be of 

potential interest and warrant further exploration. There are a 

number of anomalies within this survey which may be related to 

structural disturbances and more may exist than those shown on the 

interpretation map. It is, at times, not possible to determine the 

exact outlines of the causative sources due to overprinting of 

multiple sedimentary sources, possibly at differing levels, within 

the section. 

The seismic data quality is very poor. Reprocessing of the 

seismic data may yield better resolution and improvement to the 

correlation of the reflection events. If this is not feasible an 

aggressive seismic and gravity data acquisition program should be 



mounted within the areas of deep structural lows and southern and 

southwestern portions of the area. At least one or two stratigraph- 

ic test wells should be drilled.to basement. 

Two and one-half dimensional (2%-D) integrated gravity and 

magnetic forward models indicate, in general, the validity of the 

mapped aeromagnetic structural interpretation. These models derived 

the thicknesses of volcanic zones which are in 2000-6000 feet 

range. These studies also support the presence of a thick sedimen- 

tary accumulation which exceeds 28000 feet bsl in the southern and 

southwestern portion of the survey area. 

It is hoped that the information presented in this report and 

on the accompanying interpretation maps will be useful both in 

planning subsequent exploration efforts and in the interpretation 

of related exploration data. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

S . V. (Rao) Yalamanchili , Ph. D . 
Senior Geophysicist 
Manager, Geophysical Processing & Interpretation 

Kenneth N. Michener 
Senior Geophysicist 
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